Introduction {#Sec1}
============

This paper is concerned with solving inverse problems of the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {A}:\mathbb {X}\rightarrow \mathbb {Y}$$\end{document}$ is a bounded linear operator between Hilbert spaces $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {Y}$$\end{document}$, and *z* denotes the data distortion that satisfies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta \ge 0$$\end{document}$. Many inverse problems arising in medical imaging, signal processing, astronomy, computer vision and other fields are written in form ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). A main characteristic property of inverse problems is that they are ill-posed \[[@CR7], [@CR19]\]. This means that the solution of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is either not unique or is unstable with respect to data perturbations.

To solve such kind of inverse problems, one has to employ regularization methods, which serve the following two main purposes:Select particular solutions of the noise-free equation, thereby accounting for non-uniqueness $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ker (\mathbf {A}) \ne \{0 \}$$\end{document}$.Approximate ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) by neighboring but stabler problems.Our aim is finding convergent regularization methods for the solution of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) using deep neural networks that can be adjusted to realistic training data.

In \[[@CR21]\], we focused on the non-uniqueness issue, where particular solutions of the noise-free equation, ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z=0$$\end{document}$, are approximated using classical regularization methods combined with null space networks. Null space networks (introduced originally in \[[@CR16]\] in a finite dimensional setting) are refined residual networks, where the residual is projected onto the null space of the operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {A}$$\end{document}$. In this context, the stabilization of finding a solution to ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) comes from a given traditional regularization method, and the role of the network is to select correct solutions in a data consistent manner.

Proposed Regularizing Networks (RegNets) {#Sec2}
----------------------------------------

In this paper, we go one step further and generalize the concept of deep null space learning by allowing the network to also act in the orthogonal complement of the null space of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {A}$$\end{document}$ in a controlled manner. This is in particular useful if the operator contains several small singular values that are not strictly equal to zero. Similar to the components in the kernel, these parts are difficult to be reconstructed by a classical linear regularization method, and quantitative error estimates require strong smoothness assumptions on the objects to be recovered. Learning almost invisible components can significantly improve reconstruction results for less smooth objects.

The proposed RegNets generalize the structure of null space networks analyzed in \[[@CR21]\] and consist of a family $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {B}_\alpha :\mathbb {Y}\rightarrow \mathbb {X}$$\end{document}$ is a classical regularization of the Moore--Penrose inverse $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathbf {N}_{\theta (\alpha )} :\mathbb {X}\rightarrow \mathbb {X}$$\end{document}$ are neural networks that can be trained to map the part $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\mathbf {N}_{\theta })_{\theta \in \Theta }$$\end{document}$ is any family of parameterized functions that can be taken as a standard network, for example, a convolutional neural network (CNN). In particular, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text {ran}}( \mathbf {N})\subseteq \ker (\mathbf {A})$$\end{document}$, the RegNets defined by ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) yield a convergent regularization method with admissible set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathbb {M}:=({\text {Id}}_X + \mathbf {N}) ( {\text {ran}}(\mathbf {A}^{\varvec{\texttt {+}}}) ) $$\end{document}$. Further, we derive convergence rates (quantitative error estimates) for elements satisfying conditions different from the classical smoothness assumptions.

Outline {#Sec3}
-------

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} we present some background and related results. In Sect. [3](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, we introduce the proposed regularizing networks and show that they yield a convergent regularization method. Further, we derive convergence rates under a modified source condition. In Sect. [4](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, we demonstrate that our results contain existing convergence results as special cases. This includes filter-based methods, classical Tikhonov regularization, and regularization by null space networks. Moreover, we examine a data-driven extension of singular components, where the classical regularization method is given by truncated singular value decomposition (SVD). The paper concludes with a short summary presented in Sect. [6](#Sec21){ref-type="sec"}.

Some Background {#Sec4}
===============

Before actually analyzing the RegNets, we recall basic notions and concepts from regularization of inverse problems (see \[[@CR7], [@CR19]\]) and the concept of null space networks. We also review some previous related work.

Classical Regularization of Inverse Problems {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------

Regularization methods to stably find a solution of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) use a-priori information about the unknown, for example that the solution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Classical regularization methods approximate the Moore--Penrose inverse $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 1 {#FPar1}
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A great variety of regularization methods, namely filter-based regularization methods, can be defined by regularizing filters.

### Definition 2 {#FPar2}
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Two prominent examples of filter-based regularization methods are classical Tikhonov regularization and truncated SVD. In Tikhonov regularization, the regularizing filter is given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Other typical filter-based regularization methods are the Landweber iteration and iterative Tikhonov regularization \[[@CR7]\].

Null Space Networks {#Sec6}
-------------------
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Null space networks are defined as follows.

### Definition 3 {#FPar3}
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Moreover, we use the following generalized notion of a regularization method.
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Fig. 3Regularization defined by a null space network. For a filter-based regularization method, we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this paper, we go one step further and consider a series of regularizing networks (RegNets) of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Related Work {#Sec7}
------------

Recently, many works using deep neural networks to solve inverse problems have been published. These papers include two-stage approaches, where in a first step an initial reconstruction is done, followed by a deep neural network. Several network architectures, often based on the U-net architecture \[[@CR18]\] and improvements of it \[[@CR9], [@CR24]\], have been used for this class of methods.

CNN-based methods that only modify the part of the reconstruction that is contained in the null space of the forward operator have been proposed in \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. In \[[@CR21]\], we introduced regularized null space networks which are shown to lead a convergent regularization method. Recently, a related synthesis approach for learning the invisible frame coefficients for limited angle computed tomography has been proposed in \[[@CR6]\].

Another possibility to improve reconstructions by deep learning is to replace certain operations in an iterative scheme by deep neural networks or use learned regularization functionals \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR8], [@CR12], [@CR15]\]. Further, a Bayesian framework has been proposed in \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\], where the posterior distribution of solutions is approximated by learned CNNs.

Convergence and Convergence Rates of RegNets {#Sec8}
============================================

In this section, we formally introduce the concept of RegNets, analyze their regularization properties and derive convergence rates.
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Convergence {#Sec9}
-----------

Let us first formally define a family of regularizing networks.

### Definition 5 {#FPar5}
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For the following recall Definition [4](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"} of a regularization method with admissible set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 3.1 {#FPar6}
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### Proof {#FPar7}
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Convergence Rates {#Sec10}
-----------------

In this section, we derive convergence rates for RegNets introduced in Sect. [3.1](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}. To that end, we first introduce a distance function and define the qualification of a classical regularization method. The definition of the distance function is essentially motivated by \[[@CR11]\].

### Definition 6 {#FPar8}
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The qualification of a regularization method is a classical concept in regularization theory (see \[[@CR7], Theorem 4.3\]) and central for the derivation of convergence rates.
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### Lemma 1 {#FPar10}
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### Proof {#FPar11}
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From Lemma [1](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}, we obtain the following theorem providing convergence rates for families of RegNets.

### Theorem 3.2 {#FPar12}
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### Proof {#FPar13}

The assertion follows from Lemma [1](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the following section, we will give three examples of regularization methods that arise as special cases of our results given above. In particular, we give a data-driven extension of SVD regularization where the assumptions of Theorem [3.2](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} are satisfied.

Special Cases {#Sec11}
=============

In this section, we demonstrate that our theory recovers known existing results as special cases and demonstrate how to derive novel data-driven regularization methods. In particular, we show that any classical regularization method, regularization by null space networks and a deep learning variant of truncated SVD fit within our framework introduced in Sect. [3](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}.

Classical Filter-Based Regularization {#Sec12}
-------------------------------------

Classical Tikhonov regularization is a special case of the regularization method defined in Theorem [3.1](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} with$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Clearly, the above considerations equally apply to any filter-based regularization method including iterative Tikhonov regularization, truncated SVD and the Landweber iteration. We conclude that Theorem [3.2](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} contains classical convergence rates results for classical regularization methods as special cases.

Regularized Null Space Networks {#Sec13}
-------------------------------
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### Proof {#FPar15}
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Data-Driven Continued SVD {#Sec14}
-------------------------
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To achieve a learned data extension, we consider a family of regularizing networks of the form ([3.1](#Equ6){ref-type=""})$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 4.2 {#FPar16}

(Convergence rates for data-driven continued SVD) Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar17}

We apply Theorem [3.2](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} and for that purpose verify (A1)--(A4). Items (A1) and (A2) are satisfied according to the made assumptions. Moreover, we have$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Opposed to the two previous examples, for the data-driven continued SVD, we do not have a simple and explicit characterization for the sets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical Example {#Sec15}
=================

In this section, we consider the inverse problem $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discretization {#Sec16}
--------------
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Used Regularization Methods {#Sec17}
---------------------------
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Network Training and Reconstruction Results {#Sec18}
-------------------------------------------
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Discussion {#Sec19}
----------

One can see that our proposed approach (data-driven continued SVD) in both cases outperforms the truncated SVD and the null space network; see Figs. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The better performance is also shown in Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, where the reconstruction errors are shown for varying regularization parameter (the number of used singular values). The data-driven continued SVD yields the smallest reconstruction errors followed by the null space network and the truncated SVD.

Interestingly, in these figures, one also observes a shift to the left of the error curve for the methods with learned components compared to plain truncated SVD. This can be explained as follows. The continued SVD and the null space network preserve the singular components corresponding to large singular values. Further, the reconstruction error corresponding to the truncated components is reduced by applying the trained network, and therefore the overall error becomes reduced compared to the other two methods. We conclude that partially learned methods need less singular values to achieve accurate results. This effect is even larger for the learned SVD than for the null space network. This explains the improved performance of the learned SVD and the shift to the left in Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}.

There exists a variety of recently proposed deep learning-based methods for solving inverse problems, and in particular, for limited data problems in image reconstruction. Because the main contribution of our work is the theoretical analysis, we do not make the attempt here to numerically compare our method with other deep learning-based methods, for which no comparable theory is available. One advantage of our approach that we expect is the better generalization to data different from the training data. Numerical studies investigating such issues are subject of future research.

Extensions {#Sec20}
----------

The probably most established deep learning approach to image reconstruction is to apply a two-step reconstruction network $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {B}_\mathrm{FBP}$$\end{document}$ can been seen as a regularization method in the case of full data. In the case of limited data, this is not the case, and therefore it does not fully fit into the framework of our theory. Analyzing such more general situations opens an interesting line of research that we aim to address in future work.

Another interesting generalization of our results is the extension to regularization also from left and from the right. In this case, the reconstruction networks have the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {N}_{\theta (\alpha , \beta )} $$\end{document}$. Extensions are even possible using cascades of network, which would have similarity with iterative and variational networks \[[@CR2], [@CR12]\] and cascades of networks \[[@CR13], [@CR20]\]. We expect that our results can be extended to such more general situations.

Conclusion {#Sec21}
==========

In this paper, we introduced the concept of regularizing families of networks (RegNets), which are sequences of deep CNNs. The trained components of the networks, as well as the classical parts, are allowed to depend on the regularization parameter, and it is shown that under certain assumptions, this approach yields a convergent regularization method. We also derived convergence rates under the assumption that the solution lies in a source set that is different from the classical source sets. Examples were given, where the assumptions are satisfied. It has been shown that the new framework recovers results for classical regularization as special cases as well as data-driven improvements of classical regularization. Such data-driven regularization methods can give better results in practice than classical regularization methods which only use handcrafted prior information.

As a numerical example, we investigated a sparse sampling problem for the Radon transform. As regularization method, we took the truncated SVD and its data-driven counterparts, the null space network and the continued SVD. Numerical results clearly demonstrate that the continued SVD outperforms classical SVD as well as the null space network. Future work will be done to test the proposed regularizing networks on further ill-posed inverse problems and compare it with various other regularization methods. A detailed numerical comparison of our method with other deep learning methods is subject of future research. This will reveal the theoretical advantage of our method that it actually has improved generalizability.
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